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Disc. No.1953, Extracts 

Timing: 33.24-42.44 

Student: Baba, my question was, while making purusharth in his life how can a 

purushaarthi (the one who makes spiritual effort) know his marks in the final exam? 

Baba: You spoke about the previous kalpa and the end of the previous kalpa. So, first when 

did the kalpa end for Lakshmi-Narayan? In 76. And when will [the kalpa] end for the eight? 

In 2018. And when will [the kalpa] end for 108 [souls]? (Students: In 2028.) When ten years 

complete [i.e.] 50 years, the rosary of 108 [beads] will also become ready. Will the complete 

capital along with the royal officers be established or will the incomplete capital be 

established? The complete capital will be established. When the complete capital is 

established, will the politicians of the capitals of the other religions of the entire world start to 

confront [it] or not? Or will they simply accept him (Narayan) as the World Emperor? 

(Student: They will confront.) Is the kingship obtained after the fight or is it obtained without 

the fight? (Students: It is obtained after the fight.) So, the fight will continue to take place 

from 2028 till 2037-2038 for the revelation of the World Emperor. And almost every year, 

every religious father, the Prajapita (father of subjects) of their respective religions will also 

start to be revealed. Among those religious fathers, which religious father and his subjects 

will die first of all? The Islamic people will bow from body consciousness first. They will die 

from body consciousness; does it mean they died in the figurative sense or did they remain 

alive? Arey, did they die in a figurative sense or did they remain alive? They died. They will 

belong to the Father first of all. So, will the most powerful religious father and his powerful 

followers be revealed among the most [powerful] vidharmis (those whose beliefs and 

practices are opposite to that set by the Father) and videshis (foreigners) or not? They will. In 

what sense are they powerful? Neither the Hindus became as powerful… did the Hindus give 

more sacrifices in the struggle for independence or did the Sikhs, who confront the Muslims, 

give more sacrifices? So, are the Sikhs more powerful or are the Hindus more powerful? 

(Student: The Sikhs.) And those powerful Sikhs, who are firm in their religion, haven’t come 

in the Advance [knowledge] now. What? A saying is said among the Hindus to tease the 

Sikhs: ‘Sardarji (Term of address or reference to a Sikh), it isn’t 12:00 yet!’ It means, now 

the Sun isn’t speaking (shining) on your head after rising, after becoming very hot and 

intense. When it emits very sharp light, your eyes will open. Now, you don’t believe [us]. So, 

when is it about? It has been proved in the Confluence Age in practice. But the Sikhs are a 

handful and the number of the Islamic people is so big that before the Christians came to 

power in this world, it was these very Islamic people and the Muslims who ruled over the 

entire world for a long time in history. So, what was the specialty that despite being so 

adulterous they became so powerful in history? (Student: They have love for the body.) Do 

they become powerful because of having the love of the body? (Student: Gathering...) The 

gathering, unity comes from what? (Student: Purity.) Unity comes from purity. They have 

purity for the One Incorporeal Father in a collective form in their mind and intellect. [They 

have faith in] one religious father and the One Incorporeal Father. They have purity to such 

an extent that they don’t miss a chance even if they have to sacrifice their life for that One. 

The terrorists that are emerging today, from which religion are they emerging? (Student: 

Islam.) Those terrorists have so much power that for the sake of their religious father, for the 

sake of Allah Miyan, for sake of the belief of One Allah, they are ready with their life on the 

palm (to sacrifice their life). So, won’t they receive power from God? (Student: They will.) 

They die first of all in front of the Ishwar (God) who has come in practice. That is why, they 

are shown the most powerful in history. And will their ancestor (puurvaj) be revealed first 

among the eight deities or will he be revealed in the middle or in the end? Puurvaj. Puurva 
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means first, ja means the one who is born. Among the Islamic people, among the followers of 

the other religions, the founder of the Islam religion, the main founder is born first, [he has] 

the revelation like birth. Then, number wise (according to their ranks) the eight deities are 

revealed. And when the eight deities are revealed, what is that year named? (Student: 18.) 

Attha (eight), rah (remain) (athaarah=18). How many will remain? Only the eight will 

remain alive. And all the others will seem to be dead in this world. So, the end of the final 

paper; is it at the same time [for everyone] or is it at different times? Did you get the answer? 

Om Shanti. 
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